PAINTABLES (FOCUS)
Aspiring Walls (New Zealand) / New Zealand release > October 2017
OPULENT CHOICE FOR INTERIOR DECOR.
Paintable wallcoverings have always been a popular choice for interior décor. The high profile of the product is forgiving on uneven wall surfaces, plus it allows for more individual colour statements to complete the desired result.

Aspiring Walls have carefully chosen a selection of the best designs of this style from leading wallpaper manufacturers and placed in one comprehensive collection to make for easier selection.

- Non-woven, Paste the Wall, blown vinyl wallcoverings - unpasted.
- Paper backed blown vinyl wallcoverings – unpasted.
- Paper backed solid vinyl wallcoverings – pre-pasted.
- Duplex paper wallcoverings – unpasted.

Wallpaper (roll = 10.05 mtr x 52 cm or 5 mtr2)
55 colourways - Carton quantity = 12 rolls or 9 rolls
1 colourway (roll = 10 mtr x 75cm)

$ 57.99 - $97.99 RRP

AW contact, Terry Isaako  P 04 237 1353  E terry.isaako@aspiringwalls.co.nz
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PAINTABLE Wallpaper

Be creative in ways never before possible by using wallpaper to transform your interior.

Wallpaper offers inspiration to match your imagination when it comes to making your house, your home.

Dress up your walls and make them as unique as they are. Focus collections like Paintables pictured here are available now from all good wallpaper retailers.

Be bold. Be inspired.